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Dear Mr. Krygier: 

January 6th, 1993 

I have now received the two reviews of your paper "Sound Variables, 
Sound Maps, and Cartographic De ign", which you submi tted for consideration 
as an article in Cartography and Geographic Information .Systems. I am 
sorry to inform you that your paper can not be accepted for publication in 
CaGIS. 

I have labelled the reviews 92-12-01 and 92-12-02. As you will note 
from Review 1, which provjdes a detailed analysis of the typology, the 
reviewer critiques this paper from a musicians viewpoint. Also note this 
reviewer's papragraph 3, which states, "And I think the musical typology 
proposed in this apper i que tionable at best, ..... " . Basically, this reviewer 
disagrees with your Bertin-style typology. ote the comment here, in the 
last paragraph, "So, create a typology if you must, but leave out the 
pairings with Benin." But also note the last sentence that states, "But first 
publi h the outer two pans: they are good and timely, and they shouldn't 
have to wait while we experiment w!th the idea in the middle." 

Reviewer 2, likewise, does not support publication. As this reviewer 
remark in the Ia t paragraph, "The author needs to make the case that 
sound can be used successfully to communicate spatially differentiated 
information. This can only be demonstrated with experimental results." 

My interpretation of the reviews is that both reviewers thought the 
idea to be intriguing and potentially publishable, but not at this stage in 
development. I hope you take the reviews in the spirit in which they were 
intended. It is not always easy to do so. I would be happy to discuss the 
reviews with you further. 

On behalf of both the editorial staff and board of Canow phy and 
~rap~ Information Systems I would like to thank you for submitting 
you research. 

Telephone: McMa tcr Office: 61 2/625-9883 
Geography Department: 61 2/625-6080 
Email : McM aster@atlas.socsci . umn.ed u 

FAX: 612/624-1044 
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Sound Maps, and Cartographic Design", which you submitted for consideration 
as an article in Cartography and Qwgrapbk Information S.ystem . I am 
sorry to inform you that your paper can not be accepted for publication in 
CaGIS. 

I have labelled the reviews 92-12-01 and 92-12-02. As you will note 
from Review 1, which provjdes a detailed analysis of the typology, the 
reviewer critiques this paper from a musicians viewpoint. Also note thi 
reviewer's papragraph 3, which states, "And I think the musical typology 
proposed in this apper is questionable at best, .. ... " Basically, this reviewer 
disagrees with your Bertin-style typology. Note the comment here, in the 
last paragraph, "So, create a typology if you must, but leave out the 
pairings with Benin." But also note the last sentence that states, "But firs t 
pubUsh the outer two pans: they are good and timely, and they shouldn' t 
have to wait while we experiment with the ideas in the middle." 

Reviewer 2, likewise, does not support publicatiqn. As thi, rev iewer 
remarks in the last paragraph, "The author needs to make the ca e that 
sound can be used successfully to communicate spatially differentiated 
information. This can only be demonstrated with experimental results." 

My interpretation of the reviews is that both reviewers thought the 
idea to be intriguing and potentially publishable, but non at thi s stage in 
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